
Copyright on ScrEad 

ScrEad is a content distribu0on pla3orm that uses AI recommenda0on algorithms to deliver news and 
media to users based on their interests, which means ScrEad helps creators like yourself distribute 
content to target users and poten0al followers. 

On ScrEad, content creators reserve the copyright to the work they created and published. We have 
absolute respect for creators and their content, and are commiBed to helping creators protect their 
copyrighted content. 

Part 1 

We've set up QwantumData Content Fingerprint System for copyright owners to easily iden0fy and track 
their copyrighted content on ScrEad. 

1. Content uploaded to ScrEad is matched against a database of exis0ng content published by 
copyright owners, to ensure that if copyrighted content is adopted in a certain upload without 
previous permission, the upload is allowed under fair use. If not, the uploader will receive a 
copyright infringement no0ce regarding their content, and a separate no0ce will be sent to the 
copyright owner to inform them of the infringement. The copyright owner may then choose to 
take ac0ons such as reques0ng to remove the video from ScrEad, or receiving revenues 
generated through the copyrighted video in replacement of the unauthorized uploader. 

2. Copyright owners can also submit a copyright infringement complaint on their own through 
QwantumData Content Fingerprint System, and report content they believe to have violated 
their copyright. 

Part 2 

For copyright-related issues, we use "Copyright Status" for your account to show your track record. Each 
account starts with 3 points for their Copyright Status. Once a valid copyright infringement report is 
processed, certain copyright points will be deducted from the offending account, depending on the 
severity of the infringement. Deducted points cannot be restored, and an account will be banned if its 
copyright points drop to zero. 

Part 3 

We respect the intellectual property of others and expect you to do the same. Upon receipt of a proper 
copyright infringement complaint alleging a viola0on of a U.S. copyright, we will respond according to 
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). We are commiBed to complying with copyright law in the 
United States, as well as interna0onal trade law and prac0ces. 

If you believe that someone has infringed on your copyright, please click the buBon below to file a 
copyright infringement complaint. 

Submit copyright infringement complaint


